
Data sheet
Rauch PVL-CSK clear
Self-adhesive vinyl flm, clear

Technical specifcation:
FOLIEMaterial:

WEITER VERARBEITET IM AUSSENBApplication Area:

GLAENZENDSurface:

Specifc gravity: 120,00g/m²

Specifc gravity carrier: 130,00g/m²

250,00g/m²Specifc gravity complete:

135,00µmThickness:

145,00µmThickness Carrier:

neinB1-cert.:

jaCold lamination:

Klebkraft auf Glas: 10N / 25mm

Polyacrylat-DispersionskleberKleber:

NeinDIN ISO 16245

This information consists of standard values for your guidance. Before using our print 

media,  please check their suitability to your printer and for your intended application. 

Taking account of technical development, product specifcations may be amended without 

prior notice at any time. There is no guarantee that the same results can be achieved. We can 

not accept liability for any errors resulting from technical changes in printers and / or inks.

Product description:
High elastic vinyl flm, self-adhesive, backside with release 

paper. It´s glossy clear coating is all-purpose printable with 

pigmented and dye ink.
Platzhalter 2mm

Specifc feature:
PVL-CSK klar is characterised by brilliant colour reproduction 

and fast drying. The special gloss inkjet coating of this 

calendered, soft PVC flm can be printed using piezo and bubble 

jet ink systems with dye and UV pigment inks. We recommend 

protecting the prints with a cold lamination if the print surface is 

exposed to dampness, fngerprints or wear. With suitable 

laminate, PVL-CSK klar is suitable for short-term outdoor 

deployment. As with all inkjet media, this product should also be 

calibrated on the used printers and inks. Good results can 

however also be achieved with the profles for outdoor vinyl that 

are already available in the printer or RIP.
Platzhalter 2mm

Processing:
For quality reasons the processing and storage of „PVL-CSK“ 

should take place in a climate from 35 to 65% relative humidity 

and at a temperature from 10-30°C. PVL-CSK should be stored 

hanging fxed in the original packaging (carton box and PE bag). 

Like all inkjet media this flm is sensitive to fnger prints or 

sweaty hands. Hence avoid to touch its printable surface. Avoid 

touching the inkjet coating (wear cotton gloves) and keep the 

flm free from dirt and excessive humidity. Removing of the flm 

takes place best through heating of the surface (z. B. by means 

of hair dryer).
Platzhalter 2mm
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